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An exciting announcement that most
of us in ACLGIM have experienced

many times over! Soon after the an-
nouncement, we begin a critical period
in the transition to a leadership role.
Business leaders succeed or fail in the
first 90 days in the new position. As
academic general medicine leaders, we
can apply the principles outlined by
Michael D. Watkins in The First 90
Days: Proven Strategies for Getting Up
to Speed Faster and Smarter in any ca-
reer transition that involves leadership
responsibilities.1

Prior to officially starting a new posi-
tion, the transitioning leader should diag-
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“Congratulations, you are now the practice leader in a primary care clinic (or course director in the 
medical school or program director or section chief or any other demanding leadership role).”

nose the situation using the STARS con-
struct: Start-up, Turnaround, Accelerated
growth, Realignment, Sustaining suc-
cess. This analysis dictates strategies,
pace, and priorities. The first 90 days
should be devoted to learning/
learning/learning, avoiding the “action
imperative,” establishing relationships
with direct reports, peers, and bosses,
aligning teams and processes with
goals, and celebrating early wins. Al-
though excitement, opportunity, and re-
sponsibility of the first 90 days can be
all-consuming, success is also depen-
dent on effectively managing ourselves
through the transition.
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